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Soak it up, Philly!

Making the city green with water

Step up

with little steps

Eco-innovation in Philadelphia
Every year, storms in Philadelphia produce an
extra 850 billion gallons of water, which we want
to keep out of sewers. When the sewers overflow,
polluted water and sewage go directly into the
rivers. Philadelphia Water Department is taking
the smartest, most cost-effective steps to manage
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We’re all connected by water, from our neighbors
down the block to animals and plants downstream.
Be our partner in taking steps that contribute to

the water that hits our streets after storms—
while also improving how our streets look.
We’re working in neighborhoods across
the city, planting trees and adding natural
drainage systems underground.

change—at home and in your neighborhood.
Get started at www.greenwater.com.
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We’re all connected by water from our neighbors
down he block to animals and plants downstream
Be our partner in taking steps hat contribute to
change at home and in your neighborhood
Get started at www greenwater com

the water that hits our streets after storms
while also improving how our streets look
We’re working in neighborhoods across
the city planting trees and adding natural
drainage systems underground
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WETLANDS

Green is the color
of positive change

RAIN
GARDEN

A green approach is friendly to us—and to the environment. Green
means we imitate Mother Nature: more trees and beautiful plants
above ground, and more effective ways to filter, store, and manage
drain stormwater underground. This cost-efficient strategy reduces
pollution while making our streets beautiful.

Green City, Clean Waters

a 25-year, $2.4 billion program setting the
national standard for managing stormwater
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know : Projects like those shown here stop 80–90%
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Did you know :
Projects like those shown here stop
of the pollutants in stormwater That means less
pollution goes into streams and rivers!
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Soak it up Philly!

Green City, Clean Waters

Learn more
www phillywatersheds org

a 25 year $2 4 b llion program setting the
national standard for managing stormwater

of the pollutants in stormwater. That means less
pollution goes into streams and rivers!

Learn more
www.phillywatersheds.org
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what you can do
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look what’s happening

to help

underground

Recycling water

Headline about tips for
at-home water management

Don’t flush during big storms
This adds 4 more gallons of water
to the sewer system

Don’t flush during big storms
This adds 4 more gallons of water
to the sewer system

Don’t flush during big storms
This adds 4 more gallons of water
to the sewer system

Soak it up Philly!

Soak it up Philly!

This copy would speak to how every little bit
helps, asking people to do their part.

with tree

trenches

These trees have a network of
storage trenches below the
ground, which enables them to
use rainwater well after it rains.
The trenches slow the flow of
water into the city water system
and gradually water the tree.

look what’s happening

underground

Recycling water
with tree trenches

These trees have a network of storage
trenches below the ground, which enables
them to use rainwater well after it rains.
The trenches slow the flow of water into
the city water system and gradually water
the tree.

Leaves

slow the flow

look what’s happening

underground

Recycling water
with tree trenches
These trees have a network of storage
trenches below the ground, which enables them to use rainwater well after
it rains. The trenches slow the flow of
water into the city water system and
gradually water the tree.

Filter

Gravel

A layer of geotextile fabric filters
the water as it passes through.

spreads it out

Absorb

Roots

soak it up

Water runs down the trench and is
stored in the empty spaces between
stones. The roots gradually absorb
this water.

Leaves slow the flow

Direct

Gravel spreads it out

By creating a canopy, leaves disperse
the rain across a wider area and help
it evaporate.

Storage pits beneath the ground store
the water until the tree can use it.

If the trench reaches capacity,
the excess stormwater runs
through pipes that connect to
the sewer system.

Look for more of our

green projects

Roots soak it up

The tree’s extensive root system uses
the rainwater over time to feed itself.

around the city!

Green City, Clean Waters

a 25-year, $2.4 billion program setting the
national standard for managing stormwater

Utility pole-mounted

Green City, Clean Waters

LEARN
MORE:

a 25-year, $2.4 billion program setting the
national standard for managing stormwater

Utility pole-mounted

Water
tip:

LEARN
MORE:

Install a rain barrel on your
property and use the water
it collects for your lawn,
garden and potted plants.

Detailed version
Wall-mounted

Water
tip:

LEARN
MORE:

Install a rain barrel on your
property and use the water
it collects for your lawn,
garden and potted plants.

LEARN
MORE:

General version
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